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Offers a solid balance between research and applications. ¿ Robert Feldman offers college
students a chronological summary of physical, cognitive, sociable, and emotional
development—from conception through death with his text message Development Across the
LIFE TIME. This best-selling text message presents up-to-date protection of theory and study,
with an focus on the application of these concepts by students within their personal—and future
professional—lives. The written text taps into college students’ From Study to Practice boxes — ¿
MyDevelopmentLab can be an integral area of the Feldman plan. Review and Apply¿sections —
Contain brief recaps of the chapters’s Manual. Engage Students ¿— It can help students prepare
for class and instructor gauge specific and class functionality. Support Instructors ¿— Essential
learning applications consist of, MyDevelopmentLab video series, MyVirtualLife, and
MyVirtualChild. ¿ Teaching & details, followed by questions designed to provoke crucial thinking.
MyDevelopmentLab is an on-line homework, tutorial, and assessment system. Chapter Starting
Prologues —¿Describe an individual or situation that is relevant to the essential developmental
issues being resolved in the chapter. 0205940749 / 9780205940745 Development Across the
Lifespan Plus NEW MyDevelopmentLab with eText -- Access Cards Package Package
includes:¿¿¿ 0205206522 / 9780205206520 NEW MyDevelopmentLab with Pearson eText --
Valuepack Access Card 0205940072 / 9780205940073 Development Over the Life Span ¿
inherent curiosity in the main topic of human advancement, encouraging them to pull
connections between your material and their personal experiences. Describe a modern
developmental research subject. Improve Vital Thinking ¿— A number of Instructor Assets
including PowerPoint Presentations, MyTest Test Lender, and Instructor’ Learning Encounter
Personalize Learning — Explore Research —
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Good book, Generally I really did learn a lot from this reserve. It was a good read, and released me
to a lot of topics that I I have never thought about before. My just criticism can be that it pushes
towards the pessimistic part on medical issues and the decline of individuals in middle age
group and later years rather than concentrating on most of the positive issues that happened
during those chapters. It also assumes that everybody uses the same route, but I suppose they
simply just centered on almost all. Pictures and everything! Wonderful For College I bought this
book for a class I am taking at community college, and I found that everywhere I looked charged
an arm and a leg for this book (ouch!) THEREFORE I ordered it out of this seller and out of my
surprise, it was nearly fifty dollars cheaper than anywhere else I could discover this item, and it
was practically brand new. Rented this book pertaining to the semester and am in love with the
fact that I didn't have to buy . Got me through the semester. This is a great buy without having to
go broke. Area of the spine at the very top was ripped, but it was hardly apparent... I love reading
this reserve. If you want a very helpful text that will help learn easily, that is it. It was only a gen
ed program for me personally, but I still cherished the information it shared. After the semester
ended, I had enough time to come back the book, that was very simple since Amazon provides
you the return label. Definitely rent from Amazon! The only thing I am disappointed with Amazon
about is usually having it in one device. Yes.! Clearly this textbook should not be distributed
beyond India despite the disclaimer that they make in the description on the Amazon site. If
indeed they still included the initial statistics it will be fine to have the additional statistics to
India but they have removed the initial United states-based figures, rendering this useless as a
textbook for someone studying in the United States. Yes! It also has highlighted phrases in the
margin, with definitions, so you can learn a new vocabulary linked to psychology. Easy to send
back Great for renting Just what I needed Great condition Good learned material...it isn't. Three
Stars repeats and repeats and repeats. It contains charts and references to figures based in India
that are not helpful or highly relevant to someone studying in the usa. Book predicated on India
figures not United States This product is completely misrepresented. If this sounds as well great
to be true.only $17 because of this book and while it's a vintage edition, the information inside
the book is practically the exact same!! I travel and do use my cellular phone to read but when I
am back I favor my tablet. I felt that the birth through adolescence chapters were exceptionally
excellent.! Affordable and interesting My school allows us to use the previous addition to save
lots of us cash, and it's really just as useful while the newer edition. Rented this book to get the
semester and am in love with the fact that We didn't have to buy it a full price and wonder how to
proceed with it after my class ended. It's interesting, and has plenty of examples and stories. The
index is total, and it offers a name index so you can find all of the references to Piaget, for
example. The comprehensive index is helpful when taking an on-line test.! It had been, however, a
fascinating book that could be great for discussing if you were going into this field of research.
That is totally real! Not really the best read, however, not too boring either.. too much time and
distracting distribution of paragraphs. Why only one device anyways?.! The webpages had been
all in tact, there was no writing or highlighting, and I am in a position to utilize it efficiently in
class. Came as expected. It was interesting It was a fascinating book The one thing I am
disappointed with Amazon about is having it in a single device I've utilized Feldman's textbook
extensively throughout my studies. I can't believe I ever hesitated about any of it.! I could buy
another duplicate nonetheless it is too expensive at this time. Not the best read, however, not too
boring either I needed this book for a college course I actually am taking, it came needlessly to
say on time. Five Stars Just as described
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